Intuitive process

Flexible consent model

The App provides a seamless process
with a built-in help facility to guide
clinicians through the correct consent
and photography process.

The consent process can be fully tailored
to support your organisational policy and
GDPR requirements.

Patient data, consent and photographs
enter the workflow in one ‘package’
saving excessive time identifying images
or locating paper based consent forms
from standard loan cameras.

The App also provides a facility for the
documentation of photography being
carried out in the patient’s best interests
in instances of mental incapacity, and for
the documentation of verbal consent in
instances of physical disability.

Image identification
Photographs are categorised into body regions to enable useful identification
for comparison and monitoring purposes, and photographs can be identified as
‘sensitive’ for special processing and access restrictions if required.

Supports community working
The device works offline so clinicians can
continue working in remote locations. An
upload alert will appear when re-connected,
then the images will be transferred to your
chosen location using end to end encryption.

Security
A ’Data Protection by Design’ approach
ensures that all necessary data relating to
the photographs is collected prior to upload
to ensure that appropriate management controls in the central image management
database are supported.
Images taken within the App are never visible in the device gallery or camera roll.
All images are temporarily stored in the App container and deleted once uploaded,
significantly reducing organisational risk of data breaches.

Integration
Patient demographics are accessed and
verified via the hospital PAS, EPR or job
management system. Clinical photographs
can be uploaded either to FotoWare
software or your preferred third-party image
management system.

User access
The app works with Active Directory
eliminating the need for separate login
passwords. We also support QR code logins
for fast paced environments such as A&E
where multiple staff may share a limited
number of devices.

Contact Us
For further information about the pricing.
features, technical specification or
integration this product, or to book an
online demonstration please contact us on
sales@medialogix.co.uk
Visit our website at www.medialogix.co.uk
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